The Greek-Spanish Dictionary and Lexicographic Science

Abstract


The Greek-Spanish Dictionary (Diccionario Griego-Español), the first volume of which appeared a few years ago, the second being on the point of publication, is a collective enterprise that attempts to further the lexicographic tradition of Ancient Greek. The characteristics of this project are fully explained in the lengthy prologue to Vol. I, and in the book 'Introducción a la Lexicografía Griega', as are likewise the methods and aims of same. Some of the authors of this work have also published further information to this respect.

However, theory and authors' intentions are one thing and the actual result is quite another in a work which operates with hundreds of thousands of data, whether these come down from a long tradition (with all the problems implied therein) or whether they are new ones and particularly if the work is carried out by an extensive panel of constantly renewed collaborators. Practice is a hard master and it may occur that we did not totally achieve some of the aims we set ourselves: that, for example, errors or inconsistencies may have crept in or that the treatment given to certain articles or sectors of the lexicon turned out to be less complete than would have been desirable or, also, that semantically based theories for the organization of the articles, whatever the circumstances, may have given less perfect results than was hoped for. Yet it could also happen that, on the contrary, precisely this practice of collecting and studying data and of writing up the articles, may have gone beyond the original theory. Moreover, it may turn out that we have made contributions to Lexicographic Science in general, that are worth underlying.

I believe the moment has come to comment on these possible differences between the aims and results of our DGE (as it will be called henceforth) so that they will be available to lexicographers in general. These aims and results will doubtless be of interest to them for they concern problems, most of which crop up in any sector of this Science. In fact, we now have a total of fifteen reviews of our DGE. We are enabled by these pages to either thank those who praise us or offer us criticism and contributions of new material or points of view as given in these reviews (and in a series of letters from distinguished lexicographers and diverse specialists received by us), or else to have the chance to explain and defend our procedure, and even to go further into the DGE's contributions which, to our mind, are important and which seem to have escaped the attention of the critics and reviewers. It seems particularly strange to us that there is an almost total absence of references to our procedure in the inner organization of the articles: a subject stressed both in the prelogue to the DGE (p. XXXVII), as likewise in the above-mentioned book 'Introducción a la Lexicografía Griega' (the whole of part III: "La nueva Semántica y la Lexicografía griega", pp. 226–280). This would seem to be a symptom of the divorce between classical philologists and modern Semantics, which is not a good thing and which we attempt to bridge as far as possible in the following pages.

On the other hand, our Vol. II is now at an advanced stage of printing and we should like to anticipate here its contributions to the technique of organizing articles by means of a staggered branching of meanings. We believe this to be just as essential in modern lexicography as are techniques concerning the collection of new data or the interpretation of both new and old data; yet, as I said, this has hardly been noticed.

As I stated at the outset, the DGE does not aspire to open up an independent lexicographic line, although it offers new contributions within the ambit of the lexicographic
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Our knowledge of Greek dialects is by now also more extensive and this fact also should be reflected. And, in order not to stress each and every point, I would recall that the organization of articles, not only in LSJ but in the whole tradition, should be in accordance with more up-to-date semantic and lexicographic doctrines. Thus, although this is reflected in a greater extension of the volume (the DGE is more or less twice the size of the LSJ), it should be stressed that not all is purely quantitative. Lexicography constantly evolves and unweaves its Penelope's loom; we have aspired to not only an improve ment in the amount of data by combing through new texts and re-studying the old ones, but also to accuracy with regard to original texts (as far as is possible) and to interpretation. All these are traditional techniques which the lexicographer should not disregard. Alongside these, I repeat, is the application of the results of modern Linguistics.

That the need for this enterprise was obvious is to be seen from the two projects underway in Oxford: that for the collection of data for a new supplement to LSJ under the supervision of Peter Glare (with whom we are in contact) and the project for a new lexicon of proper names under the supervision of P. M. Frazer. This latter will surpass our DGE, which in general only collects proper names from literary texts. As regards Glare's work, ours is different in its ambition to incorporate in the Dictionary not only new data but also new interpretations, instead of leaving these for a Supplement. The Supplement formula is practical in some senses, but it has drawbacks that I do not wish to discuss here. In any case, these are two projects which do not interfere with each other (as M. Peters p. 86 thinks); that of compiling a new Dictionary, one more extensive than the LSJ (whether compiled by us or by whoever) was obviously needed.

On the other hand, we have never aspired to compiling a Thesaurus in the manner of the Latin scholarship: the obstacles that prevented this enterprise in Germany are already well-known. The Greek lexicon is overwhelmingly extensive, inexhaustible, we would say, and traditional working and printing methods (which we, in general, follow) are incapable of reducing it to a Thesaurus of the traditional type. The cost in personnel, time and money prevents this.

Yet, neither do we believe that our work has been made unnecessary by the already highly advanced enterprise of creating a data-bank for the whole of Ancient Greek, the Thesaurus linguae Graecae by the team directed by Prof. Theodore F. Brunner in the University of California (Irvine). We are in close contact with this project and both our initial List of authors1 and the Canon of Greek Authors and Works from Homer to A.D. 200 compiled by L. Berkwitz for the ThL5 were written with the aid of

---

1 In the preface to the DGE and in the publications collected in the note 3.
2 Cf., in all the reviews quoted in quotation, above all Bagnis's and Giorgi-Guizzoniti's (this latter also refers to the revised translation of LSJ to modern Greek by Smyth, Athens 1975).
3 "Amit fortuna auditores" is how Larov ends his review. Let's hope this is true!
4 "The proper task of the lexicographer", says Rem買an, p. 13, "is not to collect (a preliminary, albeit necessary, process), but to interpret and to illustrate".
5 But also note, in the quantitative aspect, the following data related to our vol. I and the part which corresponds to it in LSJ and its "Supplement". List of authors studied: LSJ 1309, DGE 2408; id. papyri collections: LSJ 143, DGE 230; id. inscription collections: LSJ 113, DGE 161; lemmas from δ to δδδδ: LSJ 5000, DGE 8500; words from δ to δδδδ: LSJ 148500, DGE 324000.
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Our knowledge of Greek dialects is by now also more extensive and this fact also should be reflected. And, in order not to stress each and every point, I would recall that the organization of articles, not only in LSJ but in the whole tradition, should be in accordance with more up-to-date semantic and lexicographic doctrines. Thus, although this is reflected in a greater extension of the volume (the DGE is more or less twice the size of the LSJ), it should be stressed that not all is purely quantitative. Lexicography constantly weaves and unwinds its Penelope’s loom; we have aspired to not only an improvement in the amount of data by combing through new texts and re-studying the old ones, but also to accuracy with regard to original texts (as far as is possible) and to interpretation. All these are traditional techniques which the lexicographer should not disregard. Alongside these, I repeat, is the application of the results of modern Linguistics.

That the need for this enterprise was obvious is to be seen from the two projects underway in Oxford: that for the collection of data for a new supplement to LSJ under the supervision of Peter Glare (with whom we are in contact) and the project for a new lexicography of proper names under the supervision of P. M. Feast. This latter will surpass our DGE, which in general only collects proper names from literary texts. As regards Glare’s work, ours is different in its ambition to incorporate in the Dictionary not only new data but also new interpretations, instead of leaving these for a Supplement. The Supplement formula is practical in some senses, but it has drawbacks that I do not wish to discuss here. In any case, these are two projects which do not interfere with each other (as M. Peters p. 86 thinks); that of compiling a new Dictionary, one more extensive than the LSJ (whether compiled by us or by whoever) was obviously needed.

On the other hand, we have never aspired to compiling a Thesaurus in the manner of the Latin scholarship: the obstacles that prevented this enterprise in Germany are already well-known. The Greek lexicon is unębely extensive, inexhaustible, we would say, and traditional working and printing methods (which we, in general, follow) are incapable of reducing it to a Thesaurus of the traditional type. The cost in personnel, time and money prevents this.

Yet, neither do we believe that our work has been made unnecessary by the already highly advanced enterprise of creating a data-bank for the whole of Ancient Greek, the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae by the team directed by Prof. Theodore F. Boush in the University of California (Irvine). We are in close contact with this project and both our initial List of authors and the CANON OF OTHER AUTHORS AND WORKS FROM HOMER TO A. D. 200 compiled by L. Berronvalt for the TlG were written with the aid of...

---
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graphic and semantic Science of our day; it follows the lexicographic lines that come from STEPHANIDES’ GREEK ThESAURUS (which in turn depends on a tradition that goes back to the Hellenistic age) and is handed down through a series of works. Its most immediate predecessor is LINDSAY’S GREEK-ENGLISH DICTIONARY in its last edition of 1940, reprinted several times and quoted henceforth as LSJ. This is to be completed with BARBER’s “supplement” of 1968. Although comparisons are always odious, for it would seem from them that a work that has been and still is important is being underestimated, there is no way of avoiding them when we attempt to make our own contributions or novelties known or when reviewers in turn try to quantify or qualify these contributions. I believe that any Dictionary that is more extensive and more modern than LSJ, whether it be our own or anybody else’s that might have appeared, must foribly surpass it in many respects, which does not mean an underrating of it or denial that it may still be necessary to consult it occasionally, as is also the case with the old Thesauros and the Dictionary begun by Crestani. Thus, statements such as WEST’s that our DGE “will serve as a complement to LSJ, not as a definitive substitute” could be admitted (what, indeed, is definitive in lexicography?), and the same goes for PROTOPAPA’s wish that the DGE “will assist, complete, and not replace” LSJ. Neither of them (nobody could have made this prediction) represents some progress within the traditional line we mentioned before, is present in all of them. For us, there are flattering statements such as DILLON’s that...

“All in all, it looks as if by the year 2000 we will all be using a basic research tool from Spain, which will be very much against the run of the play hitherto.”

This, even when our reviewers are not unaware of the risk implied in such an extensive enterprise, undertaken in none too favourable economic and social circumstances.

What does seem clear in that after LSJ and its “supplement”, there was an impious need for a new and fuller Dictionary of Ancient Greek in a modern language. Lacunae such as Christian Greek, proper names (only selectively collected in the DGE), Mycenaeans (of which we compile its own Dictionary connected with the DGE by cross-references), the immense amount of new data from papyri and inscriptions, all needed to be remedied. On the other hand, texts already known can also supply new data, particularly when new interpretations yield new meanings of words. In this, the lexicographer either uses commentaries and indices, or he must do the necessary interpretations himself.

---

* In the prologue to the DGE and in the publications collected in the note 3.
* Cf. also all the reviews quoted in our appendix C, above all BURN’s and GREGORIADIS’s (this latter also refers to the revised translation of LSJ to modern Greek by Stesim, Athens 1973).
* "Amor fortunae audaciae" is how Lasko ends his review. Let’s hope this is true!
* "The proper task of the lexicographer", says Ruijman, p. 23, "is not to collect (a preliminary, albeit necessary, process), but to interpret and to illustrate".
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Supplement that accompanies vol. II), displays certain characteristics that respond to general problems posed by this type of work.

To begin with, it seems clear that in the case of an ancient language like Greek that is also known to us in its medieval and modern form, certain chronological limits should be set when writing a Dictionary. We have established, somewhat conventionally, the year 600 approximately. Of course, we are not unaware of the fact that the evolution of the Greek lexicon from Homer to this date was considerable and that, therefore, the DGE refers to what is called a diachrony and not to a closed system. Neither is there any doubt that there is remarkable continuity with medieval Greek in its form as a literary language or nozokoevnoi. We respect this continuity above all by taking into account Byzantine authors who worked within the ancient philological tradition (the lexicographers, Epistatius, Proclus, etc.). In any case, it appears that there was a break in the ancient tradition around the date in question. Wilson (p. 211) considers it more logical to also include writers of the reign of Heraclius (610–641), which better marks the end of an epoch; perhaps he is right (and indeed we are following up in practice his suggestion that the Greek papyri of Arabic Egypt should also be considered).

Some lacunae in the list in question have been covered in the above-mentioned Supplement. Another objection which might be made is that the list is “inflated” (thus Wistr. p. 256) by including authors without literal fragments. This is in fact not true: these authors contain proper names which we have collected and there is a literal fragment from the “Teleologia” (Allen 3.143).

An important point which should be mentioned with regard to the list of authors, and generally, to the names assigned to these latter, is that a Dictionary is not the proper place to discuss problems of authenticity. The names of the authors are those which are given to them in the editions we use, or rather, in the titles of said editions. We do not distinguish between Hippocrates and the Hippocratic writers, Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans; the “Constitution of Athens” is placed among Xenophon’s works because it is edited with Xenophon, although everybody is convinced that it is not by Xenophon. And we are not going to go into whether such and such a speech attributed to Demosthenes or such and such an idyll attributed to Theocritus is really by them or not; we do not even include the author’s name in square brackets in cases in which a work is considered spurious. Only in the most obvious cases, for example, do we distinguish Phoc. (Phocylides) from Ps. Phoc.

There would be no need to repeat this—for it is justified in the prelogue to the DGE—it were not that it has not been properly understood. The fact that fytvogv cannot be attributed to Gregory or Nazanidis, an Anticat writer, as Renfrew (p. 17) says, may be true; but for us, Gr. Naz. is a conventional label that covers all works edited as being by this author. Renfrew himself doubts the authorship of Zonaras for a late lexicum: we say the same. The names of authors and collections are a convention for us that simply helps to break the passages; it is the reader who, should the case arise, must later give his opinion on true authorship. How can the author of a Dictionary get mixed up in solving problems of authenticity? He would have to neglect his own work to write a whole library, the results of which would not, on the other hand, be universally accepted.
reciprocal consultations. However, the THLGL, even though it may some day make all the literary texts machine-readable, even the inscriptions (which the University of North Carolina have taken charge of) and papyri (so far untouched), still has many thorny problems ahead of it in lemmatizing and creating programmes, apart from those concerning the availability of personnel to attend to consultations. But above all, a data-bank is not a Dictionary. The creation of this latter on the basis of the former is theoretically possible (whenever there is a sufficiently well-trained and co-ordinated staff), but we do not know in this case how long that would take in practice. In any case, even if we could avail ourselves of this total Dictionary of Ancient Greek in some uncertain future, whether printed or not, this unsurpassable Dictionary would not eliminate the need for one of, should we say, medium size like the DGE (after all it is smaller in size than Stéphanos’s Thesaurus and thus the published part of Cryer’s Dictionary, although it surpasses them in other respects).

II

Reading through the reviews of the DGE, plus certain letters from lexicographer colleagues, our own revisions and the study of the new material we are constantly collecting, have all led us to write a Supplement to vol. I (from α to 630/L), which will come out as an introduction to vol. II (this latter getting as far as δυοκοσιόκοσιον). Likewise, both for Lists I, II and III (of authors and words, of inscriptions and ostraka, and of papyri, respectively) and for the Dictionary itself, we have introduced corrections to several types of errors and have added new data. In the case of the Lists, corrections and additions were needed because new texts have been published (above all, new inscriptions and papyri) and also because we have at times thought it highly advisable to substitute the editions used in vol. I for later ones. It should be understood that by no means all of what certain reviewers (above all West) consider to be errors, are considered by us to be such—see below. As regards the introduction to new editions, it is understandable that the change can only be made when it means a quite substantial improvement in the text: a change of edition poses many problems and the Dictionary has to have a certain coherence. On the other hand, new editions that came out when they could no longer be used in vol. I have been left to be included in the new Supplement that will accompany vol. III, in which they will be used.

After making these points, it would be advisable with regard to the reviews in question—although the subject should be extended to debate a series of important questions of principles—to study a series of points that are important for any lexicographic enterprise comparable to ours. I shall discuss these one by one.

1. The List of Authors:

The List of literary Authors which has basically been transmitted through manuscripts and whose works are referred to in the DGE (2.488, apart from those added in the

Supplement that accompanies vol. II), displays certain characteristics that respond to general problems posed by this type of work.

To begin with, it seems clear that in the case of an ancient language like Greek that is also known to us in its medieval and modern form, certain chronological limits should be set when writing a Dictionary. We have established, somewhat conventionally, the year 600 approximately. Of course, we are not unaware of the fact that the evolution of the Greek lexis from Homer to this date was considerable and that, therefore, the DGE refers to what is called a diatypus and not to a closed system. Neither is there any doubt that there is remarkable continuity with medieval Greek in its form as a literary language or xenothnokosmos. We respect this continuity above all by taking into account Byzantine authors who worked within the ancient philological tradition (the lexicographers, Eustathios, Proclus, etc.). In any case, it appears that there was a break in the ancient tradition around the date in question. Wilson (p. 211) considers it more logical to also include writers of the reign of Heraclius (610–641), which better marks the end of an epoch: perhaps he is right (and indeed we are following up in practice his suggestion that the Greek papyri of Arabic Egypt should also be considered).

Some lacunas in the list in question have been covered in the above-mentioned Supplement. Another objection which might be made is that the list is “inflated” (thus West, p. 250) by including authors without literal fragments. This is in fact not true: these authors contain proper names which we have collected and there is a literal fragment from the “Telestion” (Allen, L.143).

An important point which should be mentioned with regard to the list of authors, and generally, to the names assigned to these latter, is that a Dictionary is not the proper place to discuss problems of authenticity. The names of the authors are those which are given to them in the editions we use, or rather, in the titles of said editions. We do not distinguish between Hippocrates and the Hippocratic writers, Pythagoras and the Pythagorians; the “Constitution of Athens” is placed among Xenophon’s works because it is edited with Xenophon, although everybody is convinced that it is not by Xenophon. And we are not going to go into whether such and such a speech attributed to Demosthenes or such and such an idyll attributed to Timocharis is really by them or not; we do not even include the author’s name in square brackets in cases in which a work is considered spurious. Only in the most obvious cases, for example, do we distinguish Phoc. (Proc.-Liths) from Ps. Phoc.

There would be no need to repeat this—for it is justified in the prologue to the DGE—were it not that it has not been properly understood. The fact that xenothnokos cannot be attributed to Gregory or Nazanzen, an Anticean writer, as Rendell (p. 17) says, may be true, but for us, Gr. Naz. is a conventional label that covers all works edited as being by this author. Rendell himself doubts the authorship of Zonaras for a late lexicology: we see the same. The names of authors and collections are a convention for us that simply helps to break the passages; is the reader who, should the case arise, must later give his opinion on a true authorship. How can the author of a Dictionary get mixed up in solving problems of authenticity? He would have to neglect his own work to write a whole library, the results of which would not, on the other hand, be universally accepted.
believe that our solution to this problem is the right one, not only in the case of Greek, but in general terms.

2. Choice of the editions followed

A problem with which the author of a Dictionary is automatically faced when this latter is on ancient texts or problematically transmitted ones, is the following: which edition to follow. According to whether one follows one or another edition, new lemmata are created and others disappear; and within one and the same lemma, one or another morphological form appears. On the other hand, editions of two authors in which the same word appears, offer contradictory variants (see below in διευθυντής/διευθυνο-

Moreover, it should not be concealed that the editions offer forms that are mere conjectures (cf. below on ἀποθεωτικός) and, on the other hand, other forms are hidden in their critical apparatus which may in the opinion of other authors go back to the original. There is no doubt that quoting each author (or each work) following one single edition, this being always the same one, as we do, entails the risk of impoverishing the ancient Greek lexicon.

Nevertheless, we believe that is exactly the right solution. The author of a Dictionary cannot make an edition of each author and work for himself. He is unable to give all the variants in the diverse editions and diverse manuscripts, plus the different conjectures. Nor can he choose according to his own criteria in each case the text of such and such a manuscript or edition. Apart from the fact that this is equivalent to making one's own edition (for which he has neither time nor opportunity), it leaves the reader in the dark as to which text was followed. It has been done like this only too often. A limitation of the data offered is preferable, albeit on the basis of fixed, certain data. Our DGE does not refer to SOMOCLES: it refers to DAIN's edition of SOMOCLES.

However, this somewhat rigid approach may be softened a little. Several reviewers criticise us for having followed EUSTOMOS's edition of the fragments of the comic writers, it is certainly somewhat fanciful and full of conjectures. If we have chosen that edition, it is because it was in its time the most complete (we would now follow AUTEN-KASSEL'S, two volumes of which have just come out). Yet in this case and in others, when required, we give the indication that such and such a form is a conjecture (cf.) in brackets, and we give elsewhere the reading of the manuscripts (codd.). The same goes for the case of the inscriptions and papyri: we follow the text of the collection indicated by the respective initial list, but add new readings or restitutions in brackets. We cannot always do this, although it is the available resource for truly needy cases. When there are variants with regard to the lemma in different editions or in inscriptions and papyri, said variants may be included at the beginning of the entry (lemmatic part), in which the form of each of the passages quoted within it is stated (a slip is exceptional such as the one pointed out by RISKENS, p. 15).

Therefore, the objection that such and such a form or syntactic construction is not guaranteed for ancient Greek, for it may depend on just one editor, is not at all valid.
believe that our solution to this problem is the right one, not only in the case of Greek, but in general terms.

2. Choice of the editions followed

A problem with which the author of a Dictionary is automatically faced when this latter is on ancient texts or problematically transmitted ones, is the following: which edition to follow. According to whether one follows one or another edition, new lemmata are created and others disappear; and within one and the same lemma, one or another morphological form appears. On the other hand, editions of two authors in which the same word appears, offer contradictory variants (see below on ἄξιον). Moreover, it should not be concealed that the editions offer forms that are mere conjectures (cf. below on ἱθοῦς) and, on the other hand, other forms are hidden in their critical apparatus which may in the opinion of other authors go back to the original. There is no doubt that quoting each author (or each work) following one single edition, this being always the same one, as we do, entails the risk of impoverishing the ancient Greek lexicon.

Nevertheless, we believe that is exactly the right solution. The author of a Dictionary cannot make an edition of each author and work for himself. He is unable to give all the variants in the diverse editions and diverse manuscripts, plus the different conjectures. Nor can he choose according to his own criteria in each case the text of such and such a manuscript or edition. Apart from the fact that this is equivalent to making one's own edition (for which he has neither time nor opportunity), it leaves the reader in the dark as to which text was followed. It has been done like this only too often. A limitation of the data offered is preferable, albeit on the basis of fixed, certain data. Our DGIE does not refer to SOHOCLES: it refers to DAIN's edition of SOHOCLES.

However, this somewhat rigid approach may be softened a little. Several reviewers criticise us for having followed EDITIONS's edition of the fragments of the comic writers; it is certainly somewhat fanciful and full of conjectures. If we have chosen that edition, it is because it was in its time the most complete (we would now follow AuRH-kasHEL, two volumes of which have just come out). Yet in this case and in others, when required, we give the indication that such and such a form is a conjecture (cf.) in brackets, and we give elsewhere the reading of the manuscripts (codd.). The same goes for the case of the inscriptions and papyri: we follow the text of the collection indicated by the respective initial list, but add new readings or restitutions in brackets. We cannot always do this, although it is the available resource for truly needy cases. When there are variants with regard to the lemma in different editions or in inscriptions and papyri, said variants may be included at the beginning of the entry (lemmatic part), in which the form of each of the passages quoted within it is stated (a slip is exceptional such as the one pointed out by RENZELS, p. 15).

Therefore, the objection that such and such a form or syntactic construction is not guaranteed for ancient Greek, for it may depend on just one editor, is not at all valid.
I repeat that it is not the lexicographer’s task, during the writing phase of a Dictionary intended to collect and classify material, to introduce forms which are only found in manuscripts. Remeinai, for example, says (p. 16) that ἔμπλατες with eto is not only in Chrys., but also appears in manuscripts of Plató, but it is not our task to give a complete inventory of the passages in which each lemma appears nor even less to note the appearance in manuscripts of forms which in the case of other authors are accepted by their editors. Neither is it our task to stipulate that a lemma such as ἔμπλατος, which figures in our edition of E. Hippol., comes from a conjecture (as opposed to Wukad, p. 212). We are not concerned either with the restitution of, for example, the original form of ἔμπλατον Zonar, or with indicating that, as somebody thinks, the examples of δόμαμος are editors’ errors. Exceptions may perhaps be made such as introducing lemmata based only on some variant from a manuscript and pointing this out (thus δύσλογος in our Supplement). But see below for further details on this.

What is more serious is that certain reviewers do not realise that the presence or absence of certain lemmata in the DGE depends on this type of problem. Thus, Georgountzos (p. 397) criticizes the fact that δύσλογος is missing from the DGE and quotes Et. Guz. This is because Dr. Stefan’s edition, which is the one we follow, gives δύσλογος, which is our lemma. He also criticizes the fact that we do not include δομαμάςδόματος; but this is just a v. l. of a manuscript of Sch. Ii. The same could be said about δισερτορεφιόν and πηλόγος (in Panțers, p. 86). We could continue in the same vein.

3. Lemmata and lemmatization

It is in any case quite clear that the Greek lexis is practically inexhaustible and that new lemmata can always be found, either in our reviewers, in the new material which is published, or in renewed study of older material. I have already said that in the Supplement to vol. II numerous new lemmata are included.

However this may be, it should be pointed out that the inclusion of a new lemma demands careful previous study. Against what Georgountzos says, δομαμάς is not missing because it is in δομαμάς; nor is δομαμάς because it is in δομαμάς; nor is it missing because it is a false nominative invented on the gen. δομαμάς which we do include. As to ἔλλογος, the most one can say is that it should have been introduced as a reference to ἔλλογος. ‘Ἄθροιστος’ is included, albeit with the lycian spelling ἄθροιστος; some indication should have been given of the Doric form (in Rhodes).

Another problem, which is the opposite of this latter, is whether and how forms from later authors can be introduced, above all forms from lexicographers, which are possibly corrupt. We are in general criticised for having used too many of these forms. I still maintain my stance that they should be introduced; what today may seem erroneous or corrupt may one day be interpreted as genuine. We cannot hide material which could eventually become useful.

Thus, I cannot help differing from such a distinguished lexicographer as Remeinai with regard to a series of lemmata which come from a lexicon supposedly by Zonaras.
I repeat that it is not the lexicographer’s task, during the writing phase of a Dictionary intended to collect and classify material, to introduce forms which are only found in manuscripts. RENESEN, for example, says (p. 16) that ἰδελματία with ἄνευ is not only in Chrys., but also appears in manuscript of Prato; but it is not our task to give a complete inventory of the passages in which each lemma appears nor even less to note the appearance in manuscripts of forms which in the case of other authors are accepted by their editors. Neither is it our task to stipulate that a lemma such as ἵππον, which figures in our edition of E. Hippol., comes from a conjecture (as opposed to WILSON, p. 212). We are not concerned either with the restitution of, for example, the original form of ὑπόπτου Zonar, or with indicating that, as somebody thinks, the examples of ἰδελματία are editors’ errors. Exception may perhaps be made such as introducing lemmata based only on some variant from a manuscript and pointing this out (thus ὑθλονομε in our Supplement). But see below for further details on this.

What is more serious is that certain reviewers do not realise that the presence or absence of certain lemmata in the DGE depends on this type of problem. Thus, GEORGANTZOS (p. 397) criticizes the fact that ὑπόπτος is missing from the DGE and quotes ET. Gud. This is because Dr. STEFAN’S edition, which is the one we follow, gives ὑπόπτος, which is our lemma. He also criticizes the fact that we do not include ὑπόπτονομενος; but this is just a v. l. of a manuscript of Sch. II. The same could be said about ὑποπτομενος and ὑποπτομε (in PETRAS, p. 86). We could continue in the same vein.

3. Lemmata and Lemmatization

It is in any case quite clear that the Greek lexicon is practically inexhaustible and that new lemmata can always be found, either in our reviewers, in the new material which is published, or in renewed study of older material. I have already said that in the Supplement to vol. II numerous new lemmata are included.

However this may be, it should be pointed out that the inclusion of a new lemma demands careful previous study. Against what GEORGANTZOS says, δισώμοι is not missing because it is in δισώμα: nor is δισώμα because it is in δίσωμα; nor is δίσωμα because it is a false nominative invented on the gen. ἔχω which we do include. As to ἔχει, the most one can say is that it should have been introduced as a reference to ἔγχει. Ἀθωντος is included, albeit with the loaning spelling Ἀθωντίς; some indication should have been given of the Doric form (in Rhodes).

Another problem, which is the opposite of this latter, is whether and how forms from later authors can be introduced, above all forms from lexicographers, which are possibly corrupt. We are in general criticised for having used too many of these forms. I still maintain my stance that they should be introduced; what today may seem erroneous or corrupt may one day be interpreted as genuine. We cannot hide material which could eventually become useful.

Thus, I cannot help differing from such a distinguished lexicographer as RENESEN with regard to a series of lemmata which come from a lexicon supposedly by ZONARUS.
important contribution of the DGE has been to introduce a large number of Latin borrowings to Greek, above all in administrative and military vocabulary.

In any case, if we have overlooked things somewhat in this case, it is once more through a desire to make as much material as possible available to the reader.

4. Morphology and Etymology

The boundaries between a Lexicon and a morphological (and syntactic) treatise are shaky, for several reasons that I am not going to go into here.11 We have, shall we say, a practical approach. We do not give the morphological forms we would call “regular” but only the anomalous ones (archaic or dialectal outside regular, late or deviant conjugation or declension). Here, I repeat, there is no theoretical justification but the need to set certain limits: to help the reader without overburdening the work with well-known data. As this was already stated in the prologue to the DGE, West’s and Pernot’s remarks (pp. 257 and 87 respectively) on the lack of regular forms of ἰδέων or νοεθύμοι does not seem fitting. On the other hand, remarks on the lack of certain forms (declension of Αὐστῆρ, RENÈZ g 12; comparative of ἀφαθόβους, BREMER, p. 2, certain epigraphical forms, PETERSEN, p. 87) are indeed relevant. I have no doubt that others could be pointed out.

A few words, finally, about etymology: I think it is my right to present my ideas and to try not to let them to remain on this side of the Pyrenees, as PERNOT (who gives a very prejudiced view of same) suggests. I hope he, also, would prefer not to let his own “Laryngaltheorie” to remain by the Danube.

5. Documentation, translations

Obviously, the documentation on our lemmata could be almost indefinitely enlarged: in the Supplement to vol. II, we add some material to that of vol. I. When it is particularly significant: quotations that are older of those that belong to different genres and epochs and, of course, quotations with new meanings. It is, of course, possible to systematically increase the documentation of this and successive Supplements. But it is clear that Hellenists will thank us for collecting in our Supplements the new documentation given for a series of words, above all in RENÈZ’s review (p. 101), as well as his contribution of older material than ours on certain words (Πλούτωνιος RENÈZ p. 13). In any case, we have carried out our task selectively and nobody could miss a record from the “Titanomachia” for ὑπάρχει (cf. FÖRSTER, p. 195) when there are similar ones from Homer.

important contribution of the DGE has been to introduce a large number of Latin borrowings to Greek, above all in administrative and military vocabulary.

In any case, if we have overdone things somewhat in this case, it is once more through a desire to make as much material as possible available to the reader.

4. Morphology and Etymology

The boundaries between a Lexicon and a morphological (and syntactic) treatise are shaky, for several reasons that I am not going to go into here.\textsuperscript{13} We have taken, shall we say, a practical approach. We do not go the morphological forms we would call "regular" but only the anomalous ones (archaic or dialectal outside regular, late or deviant conjugation or declension). Here, I repeat, there is no theoretical justification but the need to set certain limits to help the reader without overburdening the work with well-known data. As this was already stated in the prologue to the DGE, West's and Peters' remarks (pp. 257 and 87 respectively) on the lack of regular forms of 

\[\text{ὁλοβύωνος}\] does not seem fitting. On the other hand, remarks on the lack of certain forms (declension of 

\[\text{ἄγκλων}], \text{Renéhan} p. 15; comparative of 

\[\text{ἀποκόλλουσιν}], \text{Breton} p. 2; certain epigraphical forms, \text{Peters} p. 87) are indeed relevant. I have no doubt that others could be pointed out.

A few words, finally, about etymology. I think it is my right to present my ideas and to try not to let them to remain on this side of the Pyrenees, as Provax (who gives a very prejudiced view of some) suggests. I hope he, also, would prefer not to let his own "Laryngaltheorie" to remain by the Danube.

5. Documentation, translations

Obviously, the documentation on our lemmata could be almost indefinitely enlarged: in the Supplement to vol. II, we add some material to that of vol. I when it is particularly significant: quotations that are older than those that belong to different genres and epochs and, of course, quotations with new meanings. It is, of course, possible to systematically increase the documentation of this and successive Supplements. But it is clear that Hellenists will thank us for collecting in our Supplements the new documentation given for a series of words, above all in \text{Renéhan}'s review (p. 10ff.), as well as his contribution of older material than ours on certain words (\text{Breton} p. 13). In any case, we have carried out our task selectively and nobody could miss a record from the "Titanomachia" for \text{δύνα} (cf. \text{Führer}, p. 195) when there are similar ones from \text{Homēr}.

If there are formal elements in the contexts by which one can support a certain organization of the entry, the task is easier.

Such contextual, formal elements can be established, at least theoretically, in three different ways:

a) By the paradigmatic context. ὀψίς has a different meaning when opposed to ὀψίς ("child"), to μορφή ("son"), to ἱεροταγμός ("slave"), ὀψίς is in turn different if it is opposed to μαλακός ("mature man"), to ἱερός ("husband"). These oppositional contexts may appear in the syntagmatic one (or context in the usual sense) or may not appear; in any case, the syntagmatic context can lead us to the same definitions: an oppositional context corresponds to a syntagmatic one. This is to be seen particularly clearly in the prepositions: oppositions such as that of ἐκ and ἐν only occur in certain contexts; it is more delicate to define the contexts in which e.g., μετά, μετά, etc. with acc. are opposed. On the other hand, the oppositions are of several types as is known (privileged, etc.).

b) Definitions of meanings by the syntagmatic contexts is, then, redundant at times with the paradigmatic definition. Both may be given or only the later, when it is simpler; but normally in our DGE it happens that the explicit definition is the syntagmatic one. It is the easier to give and at times there is no paradigmatic opposition at word-level. However, these syntagmatic contexts may, as is known, be of several types: there is the extra-linguistic context in which the word is used, which concerns the type of language and linguistic register (as such or such science or technical, colloquial usage, dialect ...); there is the general context ("with movement from," or "towards" the speaker, "with positive" or "negative evaluation", with "temporal reference" or otherwise, "at the critical", "logical" or "epistemological levels", etc., etc.); there is the broader context (specified at times by a quotation from some pages before); there is the syntactic context (with acc. of this or that type, for example); there is that based on sub-classes of words (with verbs of movement, accipuln, of process ...; with subj. of person, thing, or abstract noun ...); there is the lexical context (sometimes, only a very specific combination of words establishes the meaning). These contexts occasionally appear subordinated to each other, thus creating semantic sub-classifications, but it also happens that only a combination of contexts (e.g. a syntactic one and one of word sub-classes) determines the meaning. There are even more complicated cases: the meanings of the prepositions are established (besides through oppositional means) by a syntactic element (the case they govern) and three word sub-classes (those of subject, verb and government). All these indications are given in plain type when they are given in general terms. But at times, it is preferable to give a Greek word (or the least possible number of same) as a significant context, without going into which sub-class it belongs to (or without exemplifying a sub-class that has previously been indicated in plain type).

c) There is one more type of definition: that based on an analysis of the words. For example ὀψίς, on the basis of its different meanings, creates different meanings in its verbal compounds ("with upward movement", "backward", etc.). Another example is that morphological analysis sometimes has semantic relevance as certain meanings require the plural (thus in the case of ὀψίς) or the middle voice, or a certain verb stem.

The principle upon which we base our Dictionary (one which is really widely used, both now and previously, but to which we attempt to give coherence) is the following: we do not attempt to give for either a word or its meanings the total sum of semantically significant data (contexts, etc.) but seek a strategy for offering those which are most easily extracted, expounded and appreciated by the reader from the texts. This strategy sometimes provides staggered data which define the successive bifurcations and branches of the semantic tree: A/B/C ..., III/III ..., I/3/3 ..., a/b/c ... However, any of the meanings may also have a negative formal characterization (lack of data which define a different one). At other times, this strategy, at a given point on this semantic scale, can provide complementary paradigmatic, syntagmatic or analytical data; at times more than one of each of these models.

A Dictionary is an eminently practical tool which leads the reader who knows how to use it from a Greek word to a Spanish one (in this case); this with indications of the circumstances in which the former may be translated by the latter (which may also be a group of words). Therefore, there must be a strategy in the choice of the defining features. Yet there must in turn be a strategy in the expounding of the meanings. Thus, in the classifications of elevated hierarchy a term may be given which is later specified through semi-synonyms in lower classifications ("de", "de, desde", "de, a partir de", etc.) or opens up into a gener of semi-synonyms within one meaning (each one is followed by its exemplification and the block thus constituted is closed by a semi-colon).

On the other hand, a Dictionary does not attempt to offer that which the language (or our knowledge of same) does not offer. It does not give non-existent lemmas: present forms of verbs which have only an aorist or a perfect, the feminine forms of adjectives for which we do not know whether they possessed a special form for same or not, indications of genders or accents which are dubious. It explains the truly existing formal variants and makes quite clear which are those that figure in each example. However, it may analogously occur that a classification of elevated hierarchy (A or I, for example) has not a term for translation in Spanish which suits all the examples. It would then suffice to give a paraphrase and the above-mentioned formal indications.

Formalization, that is, the establishing of the conditioning features of the different translations at least at the level of meaning, is naturally more or less easy to carry out according to case. In general terms it is easier in the field of the verb on account of its wealth of constructions; the organization of nouns (and adjectives) related to the verbs is usually done on the model of these latter, but it is not always thus. Sometimes our material is insufficient not merely to carry out formalized semantic classifications but also to translate a word. On the other hand, the establishment of sub-classes of words poses problems. Sometimes, the opposition "of persons"/"of things" and others of the kind are semantically relevant, sometimes not (and the same must be said of the syntactic oppositions). The lexicographer and the semanticist must be on the look out if they are to find in each entry the strategy which best suits their material. They must be also aware that while a word can have a typical syntactic pattern and words with which it typically collocates may form distinct (semantic) sub-classes [human, abstract, etc., as the case may be], it may also occur 'absolutely', i.e., without such formal binders, but still with the same sense. (We put contexts of this type at the end of the respective part of the entry.) In such a case, it is the broader context in which the entryword occurs that must be used as the decisive element instead of the usual narrower one.
If there are formal elements in the contexts by which one can support a certain organization of the entry, the task is easier.

Such contextual, formal elements can be established, at least theoretically, in three different ways:

a) By the paradigmatic context. Héo has a different meaning when opposed to ἱππος (“horse”), to πέλας (“cow”), to βιομετς (“slave”), ἱππος is in turn different if it is opposed to τάκος (“mature man”), to ἱππό (“husband”). These oppositions contexts may appear in the syntagmatic one (or context in the usual sense) or may not appear; in any case, the syntagmatic context can lead us to the same definitions: an opposition context corresponds to a syntagmatic one. This is to be seen particularly clearly in the prepositions: oppositions such as that of ὑπὲρ and ἐπισκοπή only occur in certain contexts; it is more delicate to define the contexts in which etc. οἰκία, μαγός, etc. with acc. are opposed. On the other hand, the oppositions are of several types as is known (privatives, etc.).

b) Definitions of meanings by the syntagmatic contexts is, then, redundant at times with the paradigmatic definition. Both may be given or only the latter, when it is simpler; but normally in our DGE it happens that the explicit definition is the syntagmatic one. It is to the easier and at times there is a paradigmatic opposition at word-level. However, these syntagmatic contexts may, as is known, be of several types: there is the extra-linguistic context in which the word is used, which concerns the type of language and linguistic register (in such or such a science or technique, colloquial usage, dialect . . . ); there is the general context (“with movement from,” or “towards”) the speaker, “with positive” or “negative evaluation,” with “temporal reference” or otherwise, “at the critical,” “logical” or “epistemological levels,” etc., etc.); there is the lexical context (specified at times by a quotation from some pages below); there is the syntactic context (with acc. of this or that type, for example); there is that based on sub-classes of words (with verbs of movement, acronyms, of process . . . ; with subj. of person, thing, or abstract noun . . . ); there is the lexical context (sometimes, only a very specific combination of words establishes the meaning). These contexts occasionally appear subordinated to each other, thus creating semantic sub-classifications, but it also happens that only a combination of contexts (e.g. a syntactic one and one of word sub-classes) determines the meaning. There are even more complicated cases: the meanings of the prepositions are established (besides through oppositional means) by a syntactic element (the case they govern) and three word sub-classes (those of subject, verb and government). All these indications are given in plain type when they are given in general terms. But at times, it is preferable to give a Greek word (or the least possible number of same) as a significant context, without going into which sub-class it belongs to (or without exemplifying a sub-class that has previously been indicated in plain type).

c) There is one more type of definition: that based on an analysis of the words. For example ἐπισκοπή, on the basis of its different meanings, creates different meanings in its verbal compounds (“with upward movement”, “backward”, etc.). Another example is that morphological analysis sometimes has semantic relevance as certain meanings require the plural (thus in the case of ἱππομετρία, ἱππος or the middle voice, or a certain verb stem.

The principle upon which we base our Dictionary (one which is really widely used, both now and previously, but to which we attempt to give coherence) is the following: we do not attempt to give for either a word or its meanings the total sum of semantically significant data (contexts, etc.) but seek a strategy for offering those which are most easily extracted, expounded and appreciated by the reader from the texts. This strategy sometimes provides staggered data which define the successive bifurcations and branches of the semantic tree: A/B/C . . . , I/II/III . . . , 1/2/3 . . . , a/b/c . . . . However, any of the meanings may also have a negative formal characterization (lack of data which define a different one). At other times, this strategy, at a given point on this semantic scale, can provide complementary paradigmatic, syntagmatic or analytical data; at times more than one of each of these models.

A Dictionary is an eminently practical tool which leads the reader who knows how to use it from a Greek word to a Spanish one (in this case); this with indications of the circumstances in which the former may be translated by the latter (which may also be a group of words). Therefore, there must be a strategy in the choice of the defining features. Yet there must in turn be a strategy in the expounding of the meanings. Thus, in the classifications of elevated hierarchy a term may be given which is later specified through semi-synonyms in lower classifications (“de,” “de, desde,” “de, a partir de,” etc.) or opens up into a gamut of semi-synonyms within one meaning (each one is followed by its exemplification and the block thus constituted is closed by a semi-colon).

On the other hand, a Dictionary does not attempt to offer that which the language (or our knowledge of same) does not offer. It does not give non-existent lemmas: present forms of verbs which have only an aorist or a perfect, the feminine forms of adjectives for which we do not know whether they possessed a special form for same or not, indications of genders or accents which are dubious. It explains the truly existing formal variants and makes quite clear which are those that figure in each example. However, it may analogously occur that a classification of elevated hierarchy (A or I, for example) has not a term for translation in Spanish which suits all the examples. It would then suffice to give a paraphrase and the above-mentioned formal indications.

Formalization, that is, the establishing of the conditioning features of the different translations at least at the level of meaning, is naturally more or less easy to carry out according to case. In general terms it is easier in the field of the verb on account of its wealth of constructions; the organization of nouns (and adjectives) related to the verbs is usually done on the model of these latter, but it is not always thus. Sometimes our material is insufficient not merely to carry out formalized semantic classifications but also to translate a word. On the other hand, the establishment of sub-classes of words poses problems. Sometimes, the opposition of “persons”/“of things” and others of the kind are semantically relevant, sometimes not (and the same must be said of the syntactic oppositions). The lexicographer and the semanticist must be on the lookout out if they are to find in each entry the strategy which best suits their material. They must be also aware that while a word can have a typical syntactic pattern and words with which it typically collocates may form distinct (semantic) sub-classes (human, abstract, etc., as the case may be), it may also occur ‘absolutely’, i.e., without such formal binders, but still with the same sense. (We put contexts of this type at the end of the respective part of the entry.) In such a case, it is the broader context in which the entryword occurs that must be used as the decisive element instead of the usual narrower one.

Of course, there are criteria which are repeated and which even establish throughout the whole Dictionary (and particularly the DGE) certain habits or norms. Very frequent
are classifications of meanings on the strength of oppositions of the general context such as “transitive”/“intransitive”, “concrete”/“abstract”, “possible”/“active”, etc., etc. But to give the meanings of an entry in this order is conventional and may fail.

It should be stated at this juncture that the principles of organization of the entries in the DGE are neither simply logical (in the common-sense meaning of the word), nor exclusively chronological; however, there frequently arises a situation in which various points of view can be applied, neither of them with an absolute force; in such a situation, we frequently proceed by the chronological criterion.

When the semantic classification leaves a margin (when, for example, the order A/B or ΙΙΙ is conventional), we either follow the tradition of making the passive meaning (in adjectives in –os) come before the active, the concrete before the abstract, the literal meaning before the figurative one, etc., or else we use the chronological criterion (older meanings before newer ones). We also use the latter secondarily within one and the same meaning. But there may be interferences. At times, the active use (in adjectives in –os) is by far the oldest, at times the figurative use (in nouns), etc. When the chronological differences collide with a simple convention, we follow the former criterion and disregard the latter.

Of course, as this is a panhellenic dictionary, there is nothing odd in the fact that certain meanings (as likewise certain lemmata), should belong only to one period (and sometimes, one genre or dialect) of Greek. In these cases it is sufficient merely to point this out.

A subsidiary criterion that could be useful is that of transformations: the indication, within the adjectives, of diverse substantive uses; within the prepositions, of groups composed of article + prep. + noun which are explained by transformation on the basis of identical groups with a verb; within the transitive uses of the verbs, of passive transformations which only modify the meaning from this point of view.

In the “Introducción a la Lexicografía griega” (p. 288f.) I already gave a few minimum examples of the organization of entries along the lines of these criteria. In δόλλα we find a staggered organization based above all on diverse syntactic criteria; that of δοῦλος was based on a combination of elements: morphology (voice), government of the verb (acc., dat., gen.), word sub-classes (of person and thing); that of οὖσαν was based almost exclusively on this latter criterion (fruits, persons, animals, cities and states, abstracts indicating processes or activity, etc.). These are the criteria which are the key to whether δόλλα should be translated as perro or ciego, sin embargo, etc.; to whether οὖσαν is estar malo, estar en el momento más violento, estar avanzado, etc. This means definitely discarding the type of dictionary which indiscriminately gives a long series of meanings, or which by isolating meanings in groups accompanied by an exemplification fails to explain the formal bases of the latter. Although such and such an entry may offer classifications close to those given before intuitively by other dictionaries, it is not often thus. I believe that this is the aspect of the DGE which displays most novelty, to the same extent as or even more than the increase in material it offers.

However, in the above-mentioned “Introducción” exemplification was minimal as regards this. I give here some new examples: as I have already stated, they frequently come from vol. II of the DGE which is as yet unpublished. Not only should exemplification be given as such but some conclusions should be drawn as to the different types of strategy imposed by the different entries or lemmata. I shall begin my exemplification with a few verbs, which are easier to formalize than nouns and adjectives, as I said before. I shall give first a schema of δόλλανον.

1 with acc. only 1 with respect to what had been established cambiare, modificare, alterare, 2 cambiare, modificare, variare in shape or colour; variar, alterare voice or sound. 3 of place cambiare de, variar de: 4 according to the deal mosar or pagar.

II with acc. plus another construction. 1. with acc. and gen. also with acc. and Gen. + gen. intravariare, cambiare one thing for another. 2. with acc. and dat. of pers.devolver, pagar. fig. midd. voice with gen. volver.

III intr. with pler. or dual subj. 1. alternare, turnare. 2. with gen. difère. 3. in midd. voice reconstruere.

IV intr. uses in midd. voice or rad. uritur, 1. modificare, alterare locum. 2. variar θρεπτικό. 5. with movement muovere πρός τό τέρας χαοῦς.

It may be observed that I do not give concrete examples here unless it is advisable to indicate the subject of means by the Greek word. I and II are transitive, III and IV intransitive; the oppositions ΙΙΙ and ΙΙΙΙ are clearly indicated in the form either by syntactic constructions or by the morphology of the subject or the voice or the stem of the verb. The lower classifications are based on general contexts as well as on syntax; word sub-classes also intervene occasionally (II 2 with dat. of pers. cf. I 4, IV 1 and 2).

As can be seen, through a combination of a series of resources, wide semantic dispersion is achieved; the exemplification which “fills in” the above-mentioned schema in the DGE makes this clearer. I should also like to remark that in this case there is asymmetry with the noun δόλλανον: a ΙΙΙ classification is required here “with” without economic meaning” submitted in turn to several subdivisions.

This very disconnection between verb and noun, which is on the other hand rare, is given in δόλλανον/δόλλανον. To begin with the verb, I give here the schema for its organization in meanings:

1 with subj. of pers. in general. 1 abstr. and with int. acc. dixit con dole semedi o nondolion common in archaic poets and philosophers; among Hellenized Jews when referring to the Old Testament. 2 with two acc. or acc. + adverbial phrase dar el semedi algébrico de τόν λογον in Athenian or Ephesian, νόν ὧν ἔστων. 3 only with external acc. referring to subject cent meaning aludir algebraicamente a.

II with subj. of word or story semedi algébrico, ser una alegoria de θεολογία, τό θεολογία, in midd. – pass. voice with gen. or prepositional phrase (d. μετὰ = gen.)

III with subj. of pers., of enégeta entendre o imprestar algebraicamente.

14 I translate into English the indications which are printed in plain type in Spanish (with texts, etc.). Naturally, the translations from the Greek must forcibly be in Spanish.
are classifications of meanings on the strength of oppositions of the general context such as "transitive"/"intransitive", "concrete"/"abstract", "possible"/"passive"/"active", etc., etc. But to give the meanings of an entry in this order is conventional and may fail. It should be stated at this juncture that the principles of organization of the entries in the DGE are neither simply logical (in the common-sense meaning of the word), nor exclusively chronological; however, there frequently arises a situation in which various points of view can be applied, neither of them with an absolute force; in such a situation, we frequently proceed by the chronological criterion.

When the semantic classification leaves a margin (when, for example, the order A/B or I/II is conventional), we either follow the tradition of making the passive meaning (in adjectives in -o) come before the active, the concrete before the abstract, the literal meaning before the figurative one, etc., or else we use the chronological criterion (older meanings before newer ones). We also use the latter secondarily within one and the same meaning. But there may be interferences. At times, the active use (in adjectives in -o) is by far the oldest, at times the figurative use (in nouns), etc. When the chronological differences collide with a simple convention, we follow the former criterion and disregard the latter.

Of course, as this is a panchronic dictionary, there is nothing odd in the fact that certain meanings (as likewise certain lemmata), should belong only to one period (and sometimes, one genre or dialect) of Greek. In these cases it is sufficient merely to point this out.

A subsidiary criterion that could be useful is that of transformations: the indication, within the adjectives, of diverse substantive uses: within the prepositions, of groups composed of article + prep. + noun which are explained by transformation on the basis of identical groups with a verb; within the transitive uses of the verbs, of passive transformations which only modify the meaning from this point of view.

In the "Introducción a la Lexicografía griega" (p. 268f.) I already gave a few minimum examples of the organization of entries along the lines of these criteria. In διλοά we find a staggered organization based above all on diverse syntactic criteria: that of διλοά was based on a combination of elements: morphology (voice), government of the verb (acc., dat., gen.), word sub-classes (of person and thing); that of διλοά was based almost exclusively on this latter criterion (fruits, persons, animals, cities and states, abstracts indicating processes or activity, etc.). These are the criteria which are the key to whether διλοά should be translated as perro or siete, sin embargo, etc.; to whether διλοά is estar maduro, estar en el momento más violento, estar avanzado, etc. This means definitively discarding the type of dictionary which indiscriminately gives a long series of meanings, or which by isolating meanings in groups accompanied by an exemplification fails to explain the formal bases of the latter. Although such and such an entry may offer classifications close to those given before intuitively by other dictionaries, it is not often thus. I believe this is the aspect of the DGE which displays most novelty, to the same extent as or even more than the increase in material it offers.

However, in the above-mentioned "Introducción" exemplification was minimal as regards this. I give here some new examples: as I have already stated, they frequently come from vol. II of the DGE which is as yet unpublished. Not only should exemplification be given as such but some conclusions should be drawn as to the different types of strategy imposed by the different entries or lemmas.

I shall begin my exemplification with a few verbs, which are easier to formalize than nouns and adjectives, as I said before. I shall give first a schema of διλοά:14

1 with subj. only 1: with regard to what had been established cambiar, modificar, alterar, 2 cambiar, modificar, variar shape or colour; variar, alterar voice or sound, 3 of place cambiar de, variar de: 4 according to the deal mostrar o pagar.

II with acc. plus another construction. 1. with acc. and gen., also with acc. and det. + gen., intercambiar, cambiar one thing for another. 2. with acc. and dat. of pers. desolver, pagar. fig. midd. voice with gen. volverse.

III intr. with plur. or dual subj. 1. alterar, transformarse, 2. with gen. diferente. 3. in midd. voice reconociarse.

IV intr. uses in midd. voice or rad. attest. 1. modificarse, alterarse, distortarse, 2. variar + τί χρώμα, 3. with movement madarse por + χάρα, χαρίζει.

It may be observed that I do not give concrete examples here unless it is advisable to indicate by means of the Greek word, I and II are transitive, III and IV intransitive; the oppositions I/II and III/IV are clearly indicated in the form either by syntactic constructions or by the morphology of the subject or the voice or the stem of the verb. The lower classifications are based on general contexts as well as on syntax; word sub-classes also intervene occasionally (II 2 with dat. of pers. cf. I 4, IV 1 and 2).

As can be seen, through a combination of a series of resources, wide semantic dispersion is achieved; the exemplification which "fills in" the above-mentioned schema in the DGE makes this clearer. I should also like to remark that in this case there is asymmetry with the noun διλοά: a II classification is required here, with "without economic meaning" submitted in turn to several subdivisions.

This very disconnection between verb and noun, which is on the other hand rare, is given in διλοά/διλοά/διλοά. To begin with the verb, I give here the schema for its organization in meanings:

I with subj. of pers. in general. 1 abl. and with int. acc. decir con doble sentido or inmencion common in archaic poets and philosophers; among Hellenistic Jews when referring to the Old Testament. 2 with two acc. or int. + adverbial phrase dar el sentido alérgico de τίνος λόγους άληθέας, επιθυμεῖν, κοιμάσθαι. 3 only with external acc. referring to subject meaning adverb adverbicamenta.

II with subj. of word or story tener sentido alérgico, ser una alegoría de τί καθόλου... τί μοι λέγει; in midd. - pass. voice with gen. or prepositional phrase (ό. μοι = gen.)

III with subj. of pers., of enegetes enemist or interpretar alérgicamente.

---

14 I translate into English the indications which are printed in plain type in Spanish (with texts, etc.). Naturally, the translations from the Greek must forcibly be in Spanish.
What is worth noting about this verb is that its fundamental classification depends on the different types of subject; the other actant of the verb is the main key (together with levels of chronology and genre) to the subdivision of Roman figures into Arabic ones. As may be seen, things are quite different in these two verbs. As far as the noun ἐξοικείωσις is concerned, I have already stated that its classification is different:

1. In general I palabra or paso en general, doble orcado when speaking of political matters, mysteries, veiled threats...2 specialized uses in gramm. and rhet.

2. In the exegesis of poetical and religious texts. In the archaic epoque palabra or serie de palabras with significado ocazo that are considered el verdadero, ategoria. 2 in biblical exegesis, the same meaning.

As opposed to a general use, there is here another use defined by the type of texts. It should be noted that there is no semantic difference between II 1 and 2 which could have been unified.

The case of ἐξοικείωσις is somewhat different, for the A/B classification is based on the morphology and B III in word sub-classes.

A in general in act. v. with acc. recebí a cambio
B. in general in mid. voice and with gen. I in the physical sense, with gen. coger, apurar (there are several subordinate meanings, the last one with gen. of pers. is causative). 2 with gen. of region, the sea, booty, apoderarse de. 3 with gen. of sensations captar, percibir. 4 abs. of plants apurar.

II of abl., with gen. I toma sobre sí haces cargo de to escribir el o migrant abs. with adv. ponerse en accion, 2 ocuparse de, dedicarse a, escribir, 3 aspirar el escribano, 4 abs. reclamar, 5 adelitar el escritor
III of pers. or collectives. I in the political context ayudar híños also in general. 2 of horses and men cometerse. 3 in negative contexts atacar, criticar, hñar.

Apart from my initial observations, I should like to pass a few more remarks. In the first place, the semantic unity of B I (coger, etc. in general terms) and B II (hacerse cargo) is quite clear. Secondly, the negative definition of B I in opposition to II and III. Thirdly, the hierarchization of word-sub-classes which intervenes in the III/III classification and in the subordinate ones of these latter. Fourthly, the interest of the general context (cf. B III 2).

I will leave verbs here and go on to the pronoun ἐξοικείωσις in order to give some idea of the importance of grammatical contexts combined with others in the organization of certain words:

A reciprocal uses. I in government of verbs. I with acc. a) without prep. unosi a cercos, b) with prep. and acc. unosi a cercos, unosi con cercos (according to class of verbs and subjets). 2 with dat. a) with dat. proper, with verbs of gândung, saying, etc. unosi a cercos, b) with social dat. unosi a cercos or con cercos (ayudando), c) with prep. + acc. and verb of movement unosi con cercos (llevando. 3 with gen. a) with verbs of action unosi de cercos (veo en los, etc.) b) with verbs of separation unosi de cercos (gândung, etc.) c) with prep. and gen. unosi de cercos (gândung...d.) d) in the II depending on adj. or adv. I with dat. unosi a cercos a) with predicative adj. gândung ἐξοικείωσις καλεύονται, b) with adj. of...
What is worth noting about this verb is the fact that its fundamental classification depends on the different types of subject; the other actants of the verb is the main key (together with levels of chronology and genre) to the subdivision of Roman figures into Arabic ones. As may be seen, things are quite different in those two verbs. As far as the noun ἀλλαγοφρος is concerned, I have already stated that its classification is different: in general I palpata or pausas with significant delo or oculos when speaking of political matters, mysteries, veiled threats ... 2 specialized uses in gramm. and rhet. in the exegesis of poetical and religious texts. I in the archaic epoch et palpata or serie de palpata with significant oculos that are considered as veridical, aterrisia. 2 in biblical exegesis, the same meaning.

As opposed to a general use, there is here another use defined by the type of texts. It should be noted that there is no semantic difference between 1 and 2 which could have been unified.

The case of ἀνενεπιμένω is somewhat different, for the A/B classification is based on the morphology and B II/III on word sub-classes.

A in general in act. v. with acc. receive a cambio B in general in midd. voice and with gen. I in the physical sense, with gen. coger, aguardar (there are several subordinate meanings, the last one with gen. of pers. is causative). 2 with gen. of regions, the sea, booty, apodermate de. 3 with gen. of sensations captar, percibir. 4 abs. of plants aguardar. II of abl., with gen. I tomar sobre si, huerto, carpeta de. 2 with gen. of emotions, the sea, joy, apodermate de. 3 with gen. of sensations captar, percibir. 4 abs. of plants aguardar.

2 of loc., with gen. I tomar sobre si, huerto, carpeta de. 2 with gen. of emotions, the sea, joy, apodermate de. 3 with gen. of sensations captar, percibir. 4 abs. of plants aguardar.

3 of pers. or collectives. I in the political context ayudar haqv also in general. 2 of horses and men conteriene. 3 in negative contexts avacar, crieçon hagin.

Apart from my initial observations, I should like to pass a few more remarks. In the first place, the semantic unity of B I ("coger" in general terms) and B II ("huerto cargo") is quite clear. Secondly, the negative definition of B I is opposition to II and III. Thirdly, the hierarchization of word-sub-classes which intervene in the II/III classification and in the subordinate ones of these latter. Fourthly, the interest of the general context (cf. B II 2).

I will leave verbs here and go on to the pronom ἄλλαξον in order to give some idea of the importance of grammatical contexts combined with others in the organization of certain words.

A reciprocal uses. I in government of verbs: I with acc. a) without prep. uno(s) a otro(s), b) with prep. and acc. uno(s) a otro(s), uno(s) con otro(s) (according to class of verbs and subjuncs). 2 with dat. a) with dat. proper, with verbs of "giving", "provisioning", etc. uno(s) a otro(s), b) with sociative dat. uno(s) a otro(s) or con otro(s) a otro(s), c) with prep. + acc. and verb of movement uno(s) contra otro(s) iuxta. 3 with gen. a) with verbs of action uno(s) de otro(s) piçtisas, b) with verbs of separation uno de otro haççom, c) with prep. and gen. uno(s) de otro(s) ἀγρόφοι, etc. I in general: II depending on adj. or adv. 1 with dat. uno(s) a otro(s) a) with predicative adj. "παραβολής ἀλλαξον τις ἐκτεινε"; b) with adj. of likeness: in general ἀλλαγοφρος, c) with adj. or adv. of proximity xιπθοφρος, 2 with gen. uno(s) de otro(s) a) with adj. or adv. or proximity or distance ἀποστερον; b) with data de uno independiente del otro; 3 with μετά and, etc. de uno contra otro figura. 3 depending on noun. I with gen. 2 with dat. (same meanings). II non-reciprocal uses. I with verbs of state or in the perfect. I with μακρό + dat. uno junto a otro, with lui uno sobre otro, 2 with verbs of "putting" uno junto a otro, seguido. II in gen. de uno y otro vaequato B h. λαον.

Here, as I have said, classification is purely grammatical: reciprocal or non-reciprocal uses, word-classes of the governing element, case governed; then, the word sub-classes come into play. But I should warn that in a lemma such as this, differences in translation are often minimal between one item and others; on the other hand, there are sometimes differences within the same item according to word sub-classes of the governed element. This could be seen better if we had not summarized the entry so much. In cases such as these the interest of our treatment of words surpasses semantics to give an image of the contexts in which words are used; above all of the syntactic contexts in the present example.

I will now pass on to the exemplification of nouns: a noun is usually dominated by the sub-classes of agreeing adjectives or genitives, as likewise by general contexts of the concrete abstract, proper/figurative type and other more specific ones which refer to the register of the language and specialized languages. Oppositive contexts occasionally help and also transformation on the strength of verbs and even of adjectives and nouns. A relatively simple case is that of ὀφείλειν.

1 I proper use flor. 2 derived use epuma, epumisph. 3 of pers. with gen. participio in mejor de "Aµelauv. 3 of abstr. and things in gen. with epoxetic gen. flor, esquiste, helenas of love, happiness ... II especial use color provenç, brollo of metals ... IV with, δ. ἀνουτα = ἀνεφόδος. V zoa, a bird (perhaps verderes).

I do not think that further explanations are needed. Let us now look at ἀποφέλος, in which classification depends to a great extent on general contexts (I am completing certain points put forward in "Introducción", p. 274).

I in the context of verbs of "saying" verbad. II referring to actions, pers., things. I in the field of ethics, as a virtue verdad, veracity (πιστια, etc.). 2 in the epistemological field verdad, conocimiento verdadero, often opp. θέλε, θέλε, etc.). 3 in the ontological field verdad, realidad (θέλε therefore etc.). 4 conceived of as an objective reality verdad "θεότης, δυνατος ἀποφέλος. III hypothesis Verdad.

In such a case, the morphological and syntactic contexts hardly function. On the other hand, the translation is or may always be verdad, although we use the device of giving shades of meaning so that the philosophical interest of the entry is increased.
Frequently, at one position of the entry an opposite definition is introduced, usually in a redundant form. This means is more important in other instances as was stated before. Thus in ὁμήρης, which I summarize briefly as follows:

I opp. γυνή | hombre, varón, 2 marno.
II 1 opp. τύχων; hombre older than τύχη; 2 fig. hombre, valiente.
III neutralized uses (for men and women) 1 hombre opp. θησε, 2 hombre as a social being, ciudadano, hombre, habiante.
IV semi-pronominal uses. 1 with indefinite value, with titles or professions and group designations (ὁμήρος, Ἀθηναῖος, etc.) 2 in the generic sense uno πάντες καὶ ὁμήρης = ὁμήρης τοῖς. 3 in distributive uses with sumi, etc. cada uno. 4 in deixic uses with οὗτος ὁμήρης (μακραί).

In any case, it should be noted that a term may enter into several oppositions and that one or more of these may be neutralized, moreover, these contexts are finally defined syntagmatically. It is also important to point out that one and the same translation hombre is repeated in several items, specified in each one with other terms. I would finally add the example of ὑπόγεις:

A 1 I in general. 1 plur. non-generic, generally without an article hombres, personas, gente núcleo de ὑπόγεις. . . . (Sama). 2 plur. generic, generally without an article los hombres, los seres humanos, la humanidad . . . (Sama). 3 sing. non-generic, rarely with an article ser humano, persona (6. ὑπόγειον γενεῦ). 4 sing. generic, freq. with art. el hombre (IgnoL . . . . δίσει τοῦ ὁμήρης).
II grammaticalized expressions, equivalent to an indefinite pronoun uno, uno cualquiera (6 tis vidi or kaios).
III pejorative and in colloquial language in order to avoid ὁμήρης, γυνή or the proper name (several formalized meanings: amigo, individuo, esclavo).
IV specialized uses plur. varones opp. γυναῖκες (tis ὑπόγειοι τοῖς ὑπόγειοις); ὁ δὲ el varón by opp. τὴ γυνὴ, ἡ δὲ la mujer.
B medic. ὁ δὲ el cuerpo humano.

The play of sing. and plur., use or absence of an article, either neutral or polarized use, generic or otherwise can be seen; all give a rich ensemble of meanings that for the rest, most often include the term hombre. I now pass on to adjectives in which a variety of combinations and diverse contexts also appear. Thus, however much ὁμήρης may in general terms mean puro, santo, an organization based on word sub-classes of the nouns to which it refers contributes important points for Greek religion:

A of gods and pers. 1 I sauro, sauro festo; of female agricultural deities and women related to them. 2 of gods sauro, santo.
B of pers. I particularly of men innocent de crímen, libre de sangre. 2 puro, santo, que no rome la ley religiosa.
III related to sexual taboos, freq. with gen. νυμφὴ or similar. 1 puro, no contaminado por relación incestuosa. 2 generally of women puro, purificado después de las relaciones sexuales; generally, puro, santo.
B of things ὁμήρης consecrated to the gods. 1 in offerings and sacrifices no sangriento, incurvatum. 2 of that pertaining to the gods sagrado, santo de feasts, holy places, etc.
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II in a wider sense, with sacrail remains. 1 puro, incontaminado of water, light . . . 2 of song or the voice in religious feasts puro, santo.

As may be observed, translations could be given in that other instances are vague or generalizing and have little to say about the Greek sense of what is sacred.

The general and specific contexts entailed by a word such as διάκοπος are quite different:

A ref. to proportion and number. 1 arithmetic and geometric. II rhythm and music irracional of intervals.
III in general. 1 no comparado, no tenido en cuenta týmēm. 2 que no paga léceros.
B with regard to "giving reasons" or "explaining." I in gen. 1 no fundado, absurdo, infundado. 2 inexplicable, no justifiable.
II Phil. and science in opp. to a rational principle. 1 of explanations, doctrines no científicos (in other contexts ilígos). 2 of pers. and abstract. In relation to man irracional, no regido por un principio racional (muñecos, porcos). 1 impronunciable (ον πατία). 4 of linguistic elements that no da explicación de los objetos nombrados (e.g. a syllable).

I believe that this makes clear the wealth of classificatory possibilities reflected in different translations (although some, such as irracional, occur in several items).

I will end my exemplification of adjectives with two examples one centred on the opposition criterion (διάκοπος) and the other on the morphological one (ὁμήρης).

I referring to individual property, freq. opp. φύας. 1 de ario, αξιων a) of property, wife or children and parts of the body, also 2 plur. subit. τὸ δὲ 2 fig. como si no fuere propisii τοῖς . . . ὑπόγειοις. 3 in relation to mode of being ario, que no le corresponde συν ὁμήρης.
II in relation to wider social circumstances, freq. opp. φύλασσες. 1 in relation to the family circle and friends esto, extra, no pariente, alejado, desconocido γυνῃ (several opps. συγγενής, συζυγος); ὁ δὲ, extra, heredades. 2 in relation to the country, city . . . extra, extrastratos noinos, ὑπόγειον. 3 Helenistic Phil. ario τοῦ τέρας διάκοπος olígos; in general with gen. esto, esto a.
III in contexts with a situation of hostility. 1 in general contrario, hostil, enemigo διάκοπος. . . . (I am using these sentiments hostile δέ. El Enemigo. 2 Phil. opuesto, contrario with gen.
IV of physical and physiological phenomena. 1 provocado por un agente extraño αὐτός, 2 de wounds inadvertido.

It should be noted how groups of meanings I and II are defined both by general context and by different oppositions. Their subdivisions (and III) are supported by general contexts (subordinate to the former in I and II) and specific ones (Phil., Helenistic Phil. etc.).

I διάκοπος:

I plur. 1 of pers. or gods todos, todos juntos, sin excepción. 2 of things and abstr. todos, toda clase de δύναμες, káthoumen.
II sing. 1 a) todo, completo, esto para places, cidades . . . b) of time esto κατάλληλος, κατάλληλος. 4 for collective and living being esto entero laδέ, 2 for food, drink, etc. todo clase de. 3 of pers.
Frequently, at one position of the entry an oppositional definition is introduced, usually in a redundant form. This means in more important in other instances as was stated before. Thus in ὁδηγός, which I summarize briefly as follows:

I. opp. γενός 1. hómmbo, varius, 2. murtis.
II. 1. opp. τοῦ ὅδηγος 2. τὸν ὅδηγον, ἐν τῇ τοίνικῃ.
III. neutralized uses (for men and women) 1. hómmbo opp. δικός, 2. hómmbo as a social being, τελετοφωτός; hómmbo, δικάνος.
IV. semi-pronominal uses. 1. with indefinite value, with titles of professions and group designations (ὁδηγός Ἀθηναίων, etc.) 2. in the generic sense: τὸς ὁδηγός ἡ ἡπείρος. 3. in distributive uses with oun, etc. cállo oun. 4. in deictic uses with ὅδηγός ὅδηγός (ἦ ὅδηγός).

In any case, it should be noted that a term may enter into several oppositions and that one or more of these may be neutralized, moreover, these contexts are finally defined syntagmatically. It is also important to point out that one and the same translation hómmbo is repeated in several items, specified in each one with other terms. I would finally add the example of ὀλυμπίστης:

A. 1. in general. 1. 1. plur. non-generic, generally without an article: ὀλυμπιστεύειν, προσποιείται, τίνα ὀλυμπίστην ... (Syr.), 2. plur. generic, generally without an article for: ὀλυμπιστία, ἑαν ὀλυμπιστικος, etc.
B. 3. sing. non-generic, ὀλυμπιστής, ὀλυμπιστήν, ὄλυμπιστής.
II. grammatical expressions, equivalent to an indeclinable pronoun oun, sono cualquiera (ὁ ὁδηγός ὅδηγός).
III. imperative and in coloquial language in order to avoid ὁδηγός, ὁδηγοὶ or the proper name (several formalized meanings: amigo, individuo, esclavo).
IV. specialized uses plur. varon(es) opp. γενός (οἱ ὀλυμπιστικοὶ ὑπόλοιποι), oun, oun.

The play of sing. and plur., use or absence of an article, whether neutral or polarized use, generic or otherwise can be seen; all give a rich ensemble of meanings that for the rest, most often include the term hómmbo.

I now pass on to adjectives in which a variety of combinations and diverse contexts also appear. Thus, however much ὁδηγός may in general terms mean puro, santo, an organization based on word sub-classes of the nouns to which it refers contributes important points for Greek religion:

A. of gods and pers. 1. sacro, santo freq. of female agricultural deities and women related to them. 2. of gods sacred, santo.
B. of pers. 1. particularly of men innocent of crime, libre de sangre. 2. puro, santo, that no remorse la ley religiosa.
III. related to sexual taboo, freq. with gen. ὀμπρός or similar. 1. puro, no contaminado por relación incestuosa. 2. generally of women puro, purificado después de las relaciones sexuales; generally, puro, carn.
IV. of things I consecrated to the gods. 1. offerings and sacrifices no sangriento, inacueto. 2. that pertaining to the gods augusto, santo de feasts, holy places, etc.
Morphology is what here establishes classification ṯH3; at a lower level, word subclasses intervene (and the classes in H 3).

As a minimum sample I give below an adverb which is also a preposition (improper) and conjunction: διότο. Naturally, what will give us our key is whether or not διότο belongs to one of these three classes of words:

A adv. 1 non-temporal use. 1 with verbs of movement jumamente, en compañía de from & with verbs of state junto herzviż. 3 using two nouns, adjectives or adverbs tambiñt. 2 temporal use. 1 with verbs of action or process a la vez διότο en το to διότο. 2 with two verbs a perna t'mente το διότο πρώτον και το διότο αριστερόν.

B prep. 1 with adverb, without temporal value junto con. 2 with temporal value al mismo tiempo διότο.

C with gen. junto con κάκινθ τηρημένος.

To conclude, I should like to give some data on a preposition in very simplified form, namely on διότο, a preposition with only one case. There is therefore no organization of meanings based on the case governed, but only that which is habitual within the group preposition + case, that is the one obtained by combining data of the word sub-classes of the subject, the verb and the governed noun. Other data may occasionally come into play and I have already mentioned nominal transformations. For further details, I refer the reader to three articles by Ángeles Martínez Valladares.

In this case, I am not going to give a schema of the organization of the entry, a schema which, although it were as simplified as the above, would in any case be too extensive (and, at the same time, still lacking in detail). But I do wish to state that it is possible, on a purely formal basis, to give a classification of the meanings of seven large groups (from I to VII, each of them being subdivided) and all this on the strength or on the basis of the word subclasses of the three determining elements. The translation of almost all of all these seven groups usually consists of de and other words or phrases which specify or give greater precision:

I in the sense of distancing, de, desde (not only with verbs of movement but also of process, "sesa", "here", acceptation and in transformations). III with instrumental value a partir de, con (with verbs of process, of "manufacturing", and economic nouns, with adequate government). IV with causal value, j a partir de, por causa de (with verbs of process and government of pers. or obstr.). 2 de, dependiendo de, en virtud de, según (in predicate uses). V with indication of distance de, lejos de, a distancia de (with verbs of situation and state, with gno. nouns of pers. or place). VII with...
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IV

After this, I should like very briefly to define what could be considered as the contributions of the DGE to lexicographic science, and particularly to the problem of what can be expected from a bilingual dictionary, as likewise what cannot be expected.

A dictionary of this type is not only an accumulation of data brought up to date, as some people seem to think. It also entails an interpretation of these data, achieved not only by resorting to specialized instruments (translations, lexicons, commentaries, bibliography), but also by direct reading. Above all, it entails a semantic organization of the lemmata carried out from the point of view of the target language, so that the dictionary makes clear which uses of the lemma (in which context, etc.) require which translation into the target language, in this case Spanish. All this must be done by means of a staggered branching of the meanings.

A new dictionary is a dictionary that aspires to more completeness than previous ones attempts to surpass them in these three respects by resorting to the data and interpretations now available to us and above all, by contributing original work in the field of semantics (for current research does not offer a great deal in this area), within the current state of the science. Yet one should not forget that it has certain limits.

In the first place, this is a dictionary that keeps to realistic proportions with regard to authors and possible users. The total Thesaurus of the Greek language (and I would say of all languages) is today a utopia and would to a certain extent be uselessly repetitive. Certainly, lemmata may have not been recorded by us, or forms and meanings. These problems may be solved once Ixvou's ThLG is completed and made available to users, but not now with the material at our disposal. However, it is my estimate that the number of the new lemmata that will have to be introduced in future will not be too great.

One should not forget that a bilingual dictionary such as the DGE should necessarily be basically a handicraft work, in the old style. On the other hand, it is a work that in the
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and prevent one even more from criticizing editions that were not followed. The most essential points is that the basic data should be objective, as mentioned above.

Lastly, there is the problem which is the most important for us, the one repeatedly mentioned with regard to the semantic organization of lemmata. The first thing that might be asked (and which is asked) is why we have chosen Spanish as a target language and not English. There are obvious reasons in our case, of course. Others may choose English or any other language. What should be said to this respect, for not everybody is aware of the fact, is that the organization of the lemmata in a Greek-Spanish Dictionary is often very different to what it would be in a Greek-English one. Meanings are established on the strength of a target language and, in the same way as Greek and Spanish do not possess an inseparable lexicon, that is, one which consists of words that are semantically totally equivalent to each other, the same occurs with Spanish and English. This is unfortunate, but it is so. Others could make a Greek-English dictionary with our material, although this would mean re-organizing countless lemmata, choosing keys or contexts which define the meanings of English (sometimes, they would be the same as in Spanish, sometimes not). We could not compile this dictionary although we give in any case a model of how one should proceed in our opinion. For the rest, if we contribute our grain of sand to breaking the ever-increasing monopoly of English in the scientific field, it will not be too bad a result. Perhaps classical philologists will thank us for helping them to enlarge their linguistic experience with a language like Spanish, which they will not find too difficult.

With regard to the possible novelties of our semantics, I do not wish to over-emphasize on this point. What I should like to point out is that our fixing of contexts to be later organized in semantic units at several levels does at times surpass the needs of translation. One and the same Spanish translation (at times enlarged upon by means of semantonyms) is to be found in several items. At other times, this same translation, despite its being quite generic, is specified by means of data from general contexts.

This means that we think that a dictionary thus conceived, apart from its purely lexicographic value, has syntactic interest, too: it offers a description of the diverse constructions of a lemma. It also has morphological interest: we also add data on the connection between morphology and semantics. But above all, it has a cultural interest: our treatment of words such as θεραπεύω, ψυχάμαι, αιπνούσκαμαι, αιφνύσκαμαι in vol. 1, for example, is important, to our mind, from several points of view (religious, social, political, scientific). An extensive dictionary should go into depth not only in the knowledge of the lexicon of the source language quantitatively, but also in that of its connections to syntax, morphology, word sub-classes, the cultural environment and Science as a whole. The limit between the mere traditional dictionary—only useful for translation—and the encyclopaedic one are nebulous and subjective. On the basis of the points of view expounded here, we have to a certain extent penetrated to the level I have attempted to describe. Of course, it is possible to go further, turning certain items into monographs on either syntax or certain concepts of Greek culture.

A work such as the one I refer to is for ever at a stage of testing and sounding out. It cannot aspire to perfection and not only does it not shun rectification, but it welcomes...
social and economic conditions of our time necessarily must be carried out by a numerous
team, and which is subject to countless problems that are often more exhausting than the
scientific ones proper (problems of renewing the team, financing and, unfortunately, in
Spain a worse problem than these: administrative red-tape). Certain errors, certain
inequalities, are perhaps inevitable; the most one can aspire to is to reduce these to a
minimum. Therefore, pointing out a few errors of lacunae says nothing against either the
DGE nor any other work of this kind, whenever, as I say, they are reduced to a
minimum.

Neither society nor our philologist colleagues are often willing to understand a work
of this kind. Good proof is the foregoing on the lack, or practical lack, of attention to
semantic problems. Another proof is two irritating questions put only too often to the
authors of a work such as this.

The first of these is “How long are you going to take to finish it?” It is impossible to
answer; the team splits up and then once more laboriously groups, its members are
pressed by other occupations, more and more new material continuously appears, the
printing process take longer than was ever expected, proof-reading takes up incalculable
time, economic and administrative problems at times become thorny and unbearable. All
that I can reply is that one works at normal, constant rhythm, that work is not aban-
doned, that the standard of quality increases progressively, as we hope.

The other annoying question, of a very different type, is “Do you use computers?” Of
course we use computers to the extent that they furnish new material or else we use the
material produced by those who have used them before us. Every scholar should profit
from this new aid. But computers furnish material without lemmatizing it properly, nor
do they organize the data of one lemma semantically or select the right contexts for
organizing same. They are not the deus ex machina of modern lexicography except at the
level of indices and concordances (nota bene, often inferior to those already in exist-
ence). There is a great deal of ignorance on this matter. The lexicographer is still either
one man or a team of men, and computers are just one of the many suppliers of material
and no more.

I return to the subject at hand: the limitations of a dictionary. One has to decide
which authors and texts it will refer to (from which date to which date) and what kind of
words, within these, it will refer too. Above all (and in this I vigorously defend my
stance), it must supply data which the reader can check and not mere speculations of the
authors as to which is the true original text for such and such a word, or whether this or
that work is spurious or not. A dictionary such as the DGE should offer a system of
references; whoever uses it should look up the place quoted in the edition quoted and he
will at times find further information there. Whenever we cite important variants that are
alien to previously established editions, this is stated. The DGE refers to a highly specific
corpus of texts.

The phase of interpretation is naturally more subjective as it is that of semantic classifi-
cation. There will be agreement of disagreement on these points with other authors,
according to case. Moreover, the necessary limitations imposed by time and space pre-
vent one from quoting the bibliography consulted for each translation or interpretation
and prevent one even more from criticizing editions that were not followed. The most
essential points is that the basic data should be objective, as mentioned above.

Lastly, there is the problem which is the most important for us, the one repeatedly
mentioned with regard to the semantic organization of lemmata. The first thing that
might be asked (and which is asked) is why we have chosen Spanish as a target language
and not English. There are obvious reasons in our case, of course. Others may choose
English or any other language. What should be said to this respect, for not everybody is
aware of the fact, is that the organization of the lemmata in a Greek-Spanish Dictionary
is often very different to what it would be in a Greek-English one. Meanings are estab-
lished on the strength of a target language and, in the same way as Greek and Spanish do
not possess an isomorphic lexicon, that is, one which consists of words that are semanti-
cally totally equivalent to each other, the same occurs with Spanish and English. This is
unfortunate, but it is so. Others could make a Greek-English dictionary with our mate-
rial, although this would mean re-organizing countless lemmata, choosing keys or con-
texts which define the meanings of English (sometimes, they would be the same as in
Spanish, sometimes not). We could not compile this dictionary although we give in any
case a model of how one should proceed in our opinion. For the rest, if we contribute our
grain of sand to breaking the ever-increasing monopoly of English in the scientific field,
it will not be too bad a result. Perhaps classical philologists will thank us for helping them
to enlarge their linguistic experience with a language like Spanish, which they will not find
too difficult.

With regard to the possible novelties of our semantics, I do not wish to over-insist on this
point. What I should like to point out is that our fixing of contexts to be later
organized in semantic units at several levels does at times surpass the needs of transla-
tion. One and the same Spanish translation (at times enlarged upon by means of semi-
synonyms) is to be found in several items. At other times, this same translation, despite
its being quite generic, is specified by means of data from general contexts.

This means that we think that a dictionary thus conceived, apart from its purely
lexicographic value, has syntactic interest, too; it offers a description of the diverse
constructions of a lemma. It also has morphological interest: we also add data on the
connection between morphology and semantics. But above all, it has a cultural interest:
our treatment of words such as δραματος, δραματικος, συναρμολογησις, συναρ-
molofikos, in vol. I, for example, is important, to our mind, from several points of view (religious, social, political, scien-
tific). An extensive dictionary should go into depth not only in the knowledge of the
lexicon of the source language quantitatively, but also in that of its connections to syntax,
morphology, word sub-classes, the cultural environment and Science as a whole. The
limit between the mere traditional dictionary—only useful for translation—and the ency-
clopaedic one are nebulous and subjective. On the basis of the points of view expounded
here, we have to a certain extent penetrated to the level I have attempted to describe. Of
course, it is possible to go further, turning certain items into monographs on either syntax
or certain concepts of Greek culture.

A work such as the one I refer to is for ever at a stage of testing and sounding out. It
cannot aspire to perfection and not only does it not shun rectification, but it welcomes
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same (I have already mentioned the Supplements which we are publishing). In any case, it aspires to opening up a dialogue that will break the isolation between linguists and classical philologists, lexicographers and semanticians, and between scholars of diverse languages. The aim of this article was to do the utmost to enable this to come about.

Prof. Dr. Francisco R. Adrados, Instituto de Filología, Duque de Medinaceli 6, 28014 Madrid/Spain.